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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  APRIL 4, 2017

CORAL ANNOUNCES ATLANTIC MACHINERY AS THEIR U.S. DISTRIBUTOR

CORAL S.p.A. of Italy and Atlantic Machinery Corporation in New Milford, CT announce a renewed distribution agreement for the sale of Coral’s woodworking line of dust collectors and antipollution products in the U.S. This agreement, effective March 1st, 2017, follows a cooperation in the marketing and sales in this country, going back to the mid 1980’s, with thousands of units sold and still in service today.

With many hundreds of portable and stationary dust collectors, plus spray booths, cartridge filters, and down draft tables in the field, Coral has become a household name in the woodworking field. Their innovations (first to introduce high efficiency cartridge filter systems and wet spray booths) have made them an undisputed leader in the industry.

Coral products, including original factory spare parts, will be stocked in a separate warehouse strategically located in North Carolina, to better serve the woodworking community.

To learn more about Coral’s products, prices, and spare parts, call Atlantic Machinery Corporation at 860-354-7200 or go to www.atlanticmach.com.

Atlantic Machinery Corporation
27 South End Plaza
New Milford, CT 06776  USA
860-354-7200